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Technical English
The English for Work series presents and practises spoken English and practical writing for everyday communication.
The functional language is introduced through a series of short texts and developed in language notes and practice
exercises.
How to Use This BookThe purpose of this book is not only to serve as an English-Spanish reference book to look up a
term when needed, but also as a guide to learn the most frequently used construction terms. Learn just a few terms every
day, and soon you will be acquainted with the most common construction terminology in English and Spanish.Cómo Usar
Este LibroEl propósito de esta publicación -aparte de servir como obra de referencia donde se puedan consultar
términos de la construcción cuando sea necesario- es poner al alcance del lector una sencilla guía con la que pueda
familiarizarse con los términos de la construcción que más frecuentemente se utilizan. Si se aprenden tres o cuatro
términos cada día, en poco tiempo aprenderá los términos de la construcción más comúnmente utilizados en inglés y
español.
Technical English Level 2 covers the core language and skills that students need to communicate successfully in all
technical and industrial specifications.
Technical English covers the core language and skills that students need to communicate successfully in all technical
and industrial specifications.
'Technical English' provides English language instruction for students who are involved in vocational and technical
education. The course contains the core language and skills which are common to a range of industrial specialisations. It
presents key technical concepts concisely with labelled illustrations.
This book will help the students: 1. In self-directed learning because of easy and direct expressions that is also called
autodidactic learning. 2. In understanding the concept of LSRW, Group Discussion, Interview Skills and Essential
Grammar, looking at the present trend and will help them in placements too. 3. In solving various exercises of different
difficulty levels, which in turn will sharpen their mental intellect in English. 4. In having quick knowledge of a few important
aspects of language within a short span of time. Hence, I request the learners to go through the contents and exercises
of this book meticulously. They will certainly be beneficial in all respects
Take-Off: Technical English for Engineering Workbook Take-Off has been designed for non-native speakers of English
who are studying Engineering (NVQ Level 2 and above. The aeronautical context is particularly aimed at technicians and
engineers who are going on to work in the aeronautics industry. Take-Off is an ESP course for intermediate-level
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students. Unlike many ESP courses, it teaches genuine transferable skills and is ideal for students who need to further
their technical training in English. The focus is on skills development, using relevant contexts, with grammar taking a
strong supporting role. Reading and listening development is dealt with in the context of understanding instructions and
information in technical manuals. Students develop the speaking skills of asking for and giving factual information, and
the writing skills necessary to complete workplace documentation, such as accident reports and safety assessments.
Take-Off uses a communicative methodology, with graded tasks that are careful scaffolded to involve and motivate the
students, providing them with a clear sense of achievement. The wide variety of texts and task types will appeal to a
broad range of ages and nationalities. There are also comprehensive word lists and a glossary of terms for student
reference. A bank of tests are provided online. Please contact us if you have purchased the book and would like access
to these tests. Key Features Practical skills developed for dealing with oral and written instructions and documentation
Task-based approach ensures achievable lesson outcomes Variety of texts and tasks on a wide range of aeronautical
topics Two review sections to consolidate skills and vocabulary knowledge Glossary and electrical appendix Audio CDs
for further self-study and homework Accompanying Course Book, Teacher's Book and Interactive Media Book also
available.
Here is a book for those who need to enhance their command of the English language with the terminology of
geosciences. It includes coverage of a wide array of subjects from all branches and disciplines of geosciences.
HTTPS://WWW.CODEOFCHINA.COM EMAIL:COC@CODEOFCHINA.COM "Codeofchina Inc., a part of TransForyou (Beijing)
Translation Co., Ltd., is a professional Chinese code translator in China. Now, Codeofchina Inc. is running a professional Chinese
code website, www.codeofchina.com. Through this website, Codeofchina Inc. provides English-translated Chinese codes to clients
worldwide. About TransForyou TransForyou (Beijing) Translation Co., Ltd., established in 2003, is a reliable language service
provider for clients at home and abroad. Since our establishment, TransForyou has been aiming to build up a translation brand
with our professional dedicated service. Currently, TransForyou is the director of China Association of Engineering Construction
Standardization (CECS); the committeeman of Localization Service Committee / Translators Association of China (TAC) and the
member of Boya Translation Culture Salon (BTCS); and the field study center of the University of the University of International
Business & Economics (UIBE) and Hebei University (HU). In 2016, TransForyou ranked 27th among Asian Language Service
Providers by Common Sense Advisory. "
This book is specifically designed to be strong and expert in proven tips & techniques in English, Technical English Language &
Communication Skill for graduate (B.Tech./B.E.) and also postgraduate Students (M.Tech./M.E.) of all disciplines (Mechanical,
Civil, Electrical, Computer Science, IT) Engineering Students and Professionals who want to improve their language abilities and
Communication Skills more confidently and effectively. It has been written based on the current research of Universities and
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Engineering Colleges syllabi in India which can be used in the classroom or for self-study. Each section of this book explains every
appropriate concept from basic to advance in depth with appropriate examples and realistic manner which helps you not only to
improve and enhance your Grammar tool, English Language & Communication Skill but also to overcome the problems of
common error, building vocabulary, Spoken English, job interviews, group discussions, presentation, technical listening, speaking,
reading, writing etc. This book will help you to understand effective communication, English Language, in the professional and to
get good scores in the exams. This book is a must for All Engineering Students and Professionals.
Technical English Level 1 covers the core language and skills that students need to communicate successfully in all technical and
industrial specifications.
Take-Off: Technical English for Engineering Teacher's Book Take-Off has been designed for non-native speakers of English who
are studying Engineering (NVQ Level 2 and above. The aeronautical context is particularly aimed at technicians and engineers
who are going on to work in the aeronautics industry. Take-Off is an ESP course for intermediate-level students. Unlike many ESP
courses, it teaches genuine transferable skills and is ideal for students who need to further their technical training in English. The
focus is on skills development, using relevant contexts, with grammar taking a strong supporting role. Reading and listening
development is dealt with in the context of understanding instructions and information in technical manuals. Students develop the
speaking skills of asking for and giving factual information, and the writing skills necessary to complete workplace documentation,
such as accident reports and safety assessments. Take-Off uses a communicative methodology, with graded tasks that are careful
scaffolded to involve and motivate the students, providing them with a clear sense of achievement. The wide variety of texts and
task types will appeal to a broad range of ages and nationalities. There are also comprehensive word lists and a glossary of terms
for student reference. A bank of tests are provided online. Please contact us if you have purchased the book and would like
access to these tests. Key Features Practical skills developed for dealing with oral and written instructions and documentation
Task-based approach ensures achievable lesson outcomes Variety of texts and tasks on a wide range of aeronautical topics Two
review sections to consolidate skills and vocabulary knowledge Glossary and electrical appendix Audio CDs for further self-study
and homework Accompanying Course Book, Workbook and Interactive Media Book also available.

If you speak German, focus your technical English learning on the most frequently used words. Learn just the 100 words
you need to know to do your job. Learn just the 100 words you need to interact with engineers and technicians.Focus
your technical English learning on the most frequently used words. Actually, to communicate with engineers and
technicians you only need to master the most used 100 technical English words. These words can be defined using an
algorithm that provides the ranking. In this book youll find the list.This book will provide you with the 100 technical
English words you have to use first when working or interacting with engineers and technicians. The phrases are
presented in a very simple fashion. No complications. Straight and simple. So, don't waste your time and energy! Focus
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your effort on the most important technical English words you have to understand to interact with engineers and
technicians.Purchase your copy and start focusing your energy today!
Technical English: Course Book This course has been designed for learners who will be using English in a scientific or
engineering environment. Technical English introduces the vocabulary necessary to communicate and understand basic
technical concepts in fields such as algebra, geometry, chemistry and physics. Each unit presents vocabulary related to a
specific technical area, and reviews one relevant grammar point that will help students to express themselves with
confidence. The approach taken in this course is direct and concise, and you will be encouraged to work both
independently and with others on an extensive range of activities, all of which are geared towards making you more
proficient in the technical language you will need to be successful in further study. Key features of the course include: 21
units covering a wide range of technical themes a variety of authentic source materials such as instruction manuals and
scientific articles a range of listening texts, including lectures and dialogues transferable reading and listening skills with
grammar for clarification and support authentic tasks designed to promote transferable skills 500 basic technical words
full-colour 106-page Course Book complete with audio CD/cassette Teacher's Book with lesson-by-lesson notes,
including answer keys and tapescripts See accompanying Teacher's Book.
Take-Off: Technical English for Engineering Course Book Take-Off has been designed for non-native speakers of
English who are studying Engineering NVQ Level 2 and above. The aeronautical context is particularly aimed at
technicians and engineers who are going on to work in the aeronautics industry. Take-Off is an ESP course for
intermediate-level students. Unlike many ESP courses, it teaches genuine transferable skills and is ideal for students
who need to further their technical training in English. The focus is on skills development, using relevant contexts, with
grammar taking a strong supporting role. Reading and listening development is dealt with in the context of understanding
instructions and information in technical manuals. Students develop the speaking skills of asking for and giving factual
information, and the writing skills necessary to complete workplace documentation, such as accident reports and safety
assessments. Take-Off uses a communicative methodology, with graded tasks that are careful scaffolded to involve and
motivate the students, providing them with a clear sense of achievement. The wide variety of texts and task types will
appeal to a broad range of ages and nationalities. There are also comprehensive word lists and a glossary of terms for
student reference. A bank of tests are provided online. Please contact us if you have purchased the book and would like
access to these tests. Key Features Practical skills developed for dealing with oral and written instructions and
documentation Task-based approach ensures achievable lesson outcomes Variety of texts and tasks on a wide range of
aeronautical topics Two review sections to consolidate skills and vocabulary knowledge Glossary and electrical appendix
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Audio CDs for further self-study and homework Accompanying Workbook, Teacher's Book and Interactive Media Book
also available.
Authored by a qualified engineer with professional experience in both engineering and English language teaching, the
book covers essential technical English vocabulary in context. Over 1000 words and phrases are presented to help
engineers or engineering students better communicate in English on the job, using a format designed to make self-study
more intuitive-- words and expressions are explained on the left-hand pages, and practice activiities are on the right hand
pages. Suitable for Upper Intermediate level learners of English (CEF B1-B2).
Nell Ann Pickett and Ann A. Laster have consulted-through seven editions-with people in business, industry, government, and the
corporate world as well as with technical and vocational instructors and students, technical communicators, and other
professionals to prepare this technical writing text. Their research has been invaluable, laying the foundations for a text students
will want to read.
What is Technical English: Vocabulary and Gramar and who is it for? Technical English: Vocabulary and Grammar will help you
increase your knowledge ò technical English and develop your vocabulary and grammar. By working through the materials you will
become more accurate and more appropriate in a range of key technical contexts. You can use it on your own (Self-Access) or in
class (as part of a course).
This book is a handy document for the students to get the contents of the syllabus at one place in a compiled manner as per the
VTU syllabus.
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